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Author and historian Serge Trifkovic states: “The refusal of the Western elite class to protect their nations
from jihadist infiltration is the biggest betrayal in history.” The threat of Islamic domination of America and
the Western world grows more powerful each day. We see the threat, we feel the threat, we know that threat
is at our heels; yet our government does nothing to stop it; or as the quote above reveals, our government is
betraying us by assisting and encouraging that dangerous condition. Although the end goal of that Islamic
threat is the same, to destroy Christianity and Western culture and subjugate it to be ruled by a dogmatic
force, that threat comes at us from two sources. One source takes the approach of a copperhead snake. A
copperhead hesitates to hide or flee, and often attacks directly even without provocation. The Islamic radicals
and the copperhead share the same heart - except Islamic radicals are even more vicious and dangerous. A
copperhead will strike once then try to flee. Islamic radicals have such a blood-lust that even after they kill
you they are not satisfied until they cut off your head. Their approach is so vicious perhaps their goal must be
considered continuing blood-lust and domination rather than religion. Western governments, including the
United States recognize this type of snake and occasionally make a minor effort to kill it. The Muslim
Brotherhood is the other snake, the cottonmouth. The cottonmouth is more subtle and not as openly
aggressive. Rather than making a direct and aggressive attack, the cottonmouth waits in hiding and strikes at
the most advantageous moment. He hides under the other side of a fallen log and waits for someone to step
across. He strikes unknown and unseen, and then slithers away to deeper hiding under the log until he
decides to strike again. Like the cottonmouth, members of the Muslim Brotherhood draw themselves into the
host society as peaceful, they become respected leaders of the community; then when their influence is high
enough they strike from hiding. We must be prepared to recognize each of these snakes, each threat to our
safety and security. We must all become Armed Patriots to insure these snakes never get an opportunity to
strike with their evil fangs.
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From reader reviews:

Michael Madden:

Book is actually written, printed, or descriptive for everything. You can know everything you want by a e-
book. Book has a different type. We all know that that book is important issue to bring us around the world.
Adjacent to that you can your reading expertise was fluently. A publication Armed Patriots will make you to
end up being smarter. You can feel a lot more confidence if you can know about every little thing. But some
of you think that open or reading some sort of book make you bored. It is not make you fun. Why they could
be thought like that? Have you searching for best book or appropriate book with you?

Michael Hamlin:

This book untitled Armed Patriots to be one of several books that will best seller in this year, here is because
when you read this book you can get a lot of benefit in it. You will easily to buy this kind of book in the
book store or you can order it by using online. The publisher with this book sells the e-book too. It makes
you more readily to read this book, because you can read this book in your Smartphone. So there is no reason
for you to past this e-book from your list.

Amelia Brown:

With this era which is the greater man or who has ability to do something more are more treasured than
other. Do you want to become one among it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you need to do is
just spending your time not much but quite enough to experience a look at some books. One of several books
in the top record in your reading list is definitely Armed Patriots. This book that is qualified as The Hungry
Hills can get you closer in becoming precious person. By looking upwards and review this guide you can get
many advantages.

Carol Jackson:

As a college student exactly feel bored to help reading. If their teacher inquired them to go to the library or
even make summary for some guide, they are complained. Just tiny students that has reading's heart or real
their interest. They just do what the trainer want, like asked to the library. They go to there but nothing
reading very seriously. Any students feel that examining is not important, boring and can't see colorful
photos on there. Yeah, it is being complicated. Book is very important in your case. As we know that on this
age, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says, many ways to reach Chinese's country.
Therefore , this Armed Patriots can make you really feel more interested to read.
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